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The Menu of Variety Coffee Roasters from Brooklyn contains about 17 different dishes and drinks. On average,
you pay for a dish / drink about $15.6. What User likes about Variety Coffee Roasters:

I take back my prior negative review. I still do not like the coffee and do not order it but the pastries are excellent
and a nice treat to get. Broadly speaking unfriendly staff but you just tune it out. Get in/get out. read more. As a
guest, you can use the WiFi of the place free of charge, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit

outside and have something. What User doesn't like about Variety Coffee Roasters:
The worst service ever. The staff is extremely rude. I brought my coffee mug to the counter as I kind gesture, I

could have left it on the table as everyone else. The waiter ask me very rudely to bring the sugar bag to the trash
and commented to the colleague “this was extremely satisfying”. This place is in business only because there are

very few spots in the area. read more. A visit to Variety Coffee Roasters becomes even more rewarding due to
the large selection of coffee and tea specialties, In addition, you'll find sweet delicacies, cake, small snacks and

chilled refreshments and hot drinks here. If you'd like something after-dinner treat for dessert, Variety Coffee
Roasters does not disappoint with its large selection of desserts.
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Desser�
WAFFLE

Te�
PENTAMINT $13.0

Favorite�
SIMMER DOWN $13.0

Gree� Te�
JASMINE PEARLS $23.0

Tap Lis�
BETTER DAYS $17.0

Drink�
DRINKS

Summer 2016
HIGH HOPES $15.0

Spirite� Drink�
TOUCH OF GREY $14.0

Ingredient� Use�
BEANS

MILK

Coffe�
LUCKY SHOT
ESPRESSO $15.0

ESPRESSO

JEREMIAS
LASSO $15.0

YABITU KOBA $16.0

DECAF $15.0

CAFÉ

ICED LATTE
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